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ENIAROF 
ENIAROF was born under the supervision of Antonin Fourneau 
in 2005, with the participation of a group of art school students. 
 
The principle was inspired by the funfair of the beginning of the 
XXth century, when the cinema appeared like an attraction. It 
was indeed the place where people could discover unexpected 
things, sometimes very innovative or even monstrous. Since 
2005, we have organized 28 ENIAROFs in France and abroad 
(Beijing, Moscow, Düsseldorf, Tunis, Conakry, Maribor). The 
concept has thus grown in maturity since its creation. 

www.eniarof.com

http://www.eniarof.com
http://www.eniarof.com
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WHAT IS THAT ? 

ENIAROF is a revisited fun fair, a platform experimenting with 
other modes of interaction with the public. It questions what a 
funfair would be today with the same criteria of fun innovations as 
the fairgrounds of the last century and which saw the birth of 
cinema, elevators or even cotton candy. 

The creators of each Eniarof are inspired by ancient and emerging 
popular cultures around the rules of "Dogmeniarof". Joyfully and 
unabashedly meet areas such as karaoke, lucha libre, video 
games, installations and artistic performances, B movies, and 
cabinet of curiosities to give birth to a friendly, but ephemeral, 
monster with heads , only definable under the denomination "this 
Thing which one names Eniarof". 
 
On the initiative of Antonin Fourneau in 2005 when he was student 
at the École Supérieure d'Art d'Aix-en-Provence under the 
supervision of Douglas Edric Stanley. The event has been renewed 
for until now, both in France and abroad sometime more than one 
time by year. The project has mobilized many transdisciplinary 
artists : Niklas Roy, Florent Deloison, Sophie Daste, Jérémie 
Cortial, Boštjan Čadež, Raphaël Isdant, Jankenpopp, Kati Hyyppä, 
Manuel Braun, Onur Sönmez, ... ENIAROF is also an opportunity 
to design new projects differently thanks to workshops organized 
before each event. The fun fair being the culmination point of these 
intense weeks of preparation. 

Link about ENIAROF 22 in Tunis and ENIAROF 13 in Aix-en-Provence 
https://vimeo.com/255888821 
https://vimeo.com/88316883 

http://www.eniarof.com/maintenance
https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=antonin+fourneau&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8
https://abstractmachine.net/biography/
https://www.niklasroy.com
http://florentdeloison.fr
https://sophiedaste.wordpress.com
http://www.jercortial.com
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https://www.bostjancadez.art
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2005 
ENIAROF 1 ‒ ESAA - Aix-en-Provence  

2006 
ENIAROF 2 ‒ Festival Emergence - Paris  
ENIAROF 3 ‒ Festival Arborescence - Marseille  
ENIAROF 4 ‒ ESAA - Aix-en-Provence  

2007 
ENIAROF 5 A.K.A SLOVENIAROF ‒ Maribor Slovenia  
ENIAROF 6 ‒ Festival Emergence - Paris  

2009 
ENIAROF 7 ‒ ESAA - Aix en Provence 
ENIAROF 8 ‒ Maison folie Wazemmes - Lille  

2010 
ENIAROF 9 ‒ Festival KontactSonor ‒ Chalon-sur-Saône  

2011 
ENIAROF 10 ‒ Festival KontactSonor - Chalon-sur-Saône  
ENIAROF 11 ‒ Centre Culturel Bellegarde - Toulouse 
ENIAROF 12 ‒ Parc de Blossac - Poitiers  

2013 
ENIAROF 13 ‒ Marseille 2013 - Aix-en-Provence  

2014 
ENIAROF 14 - Maison Folie d’Hospice Havré - Tourcoing  
ENIAROF 15 - Festilab - Avignon 
ENIAROF 16 - université CAFA - Beijing 

2015 
ENIAROF 17 - FrankensteinMedia - Avignon 
ENIAROF 18 - Condition Publique - Roubaix  EN
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2016 
ENIAROF 19 - Polytech Festival - Moscow  
ENIAROF 20 - NRW Forum Museum - Düsseldorf 

2017 
ENIAROF 21 - ICI Montreuil - Montreuil 
ENIAROF 22 - EFEST - Tunis 

2018 
ENIAROF 23 - Le Carreau du Temple - Paris 
ENIAROF 24 A.K.A ConakryNiarof - Conakry 
ENIAROF 25 - A.K.A AmazeNiarof - Berlin 
ENIAROF 26 - A.K.A MalakoNiarof - Malakoff   
ENIAROF 27 - Institut Français - Tanger  

2020  
ENIAROF 28 - A.K.A Faniarof - Rosny-sous-bois 



The DOGMENIAROF
By ANTONIN FOURNEAU - AIX-EN-PROVENCE - ESAAIX AVRIL 2006

1. Although ENIAROF takes as its point of departure the term ‘Carnival’, 
in no means must it take place within a carnival (especially 
contemporary carnivals!). To the contrary, it can in fact be seen as its 
re-appropriation (détournement).

2. Installations must be built on-site, although materials may be prepared 
in advance. If a work has not been created for Eniarof, it must blend in 
with the rest. In the same vein, an Eniarof artist can introduce works of 
another artist, but he or she must then take charge of its integration.

3. An ENIAROF artist may consider inviting the work of another, but it is 
he who takes charge of this project.

4.  Each Eniarof participant must contribute to at least one of the aspects 
of preparation: communication, management, installation, dismantling, 
etc.

5. Each participant can seek private financing/partnership for his or her 
attraction. A blank space will be reserved on all Eniarof 
communications for partners’ logos. (Artist-as-athlete?) 

6. Each participant will help in at least one other project, both to keep the 
atmosphere convivial, but also to take pride in another installation 
functioning if by chance one’s own installation is not working.

7. All participants must avoid superfluous expenses. Do not attempt to 
hide traces of the work’s production within an encasement for which 
you do not have the means. Eniarof organizers can only be paid 
percentages of fees that in the end are destined to artists. All other 
assistants in the production of Eniarof cannot be paid any more than 
the participating artists are themselves paid. In the same sense, the 
barman, the guardian, the ticket-taker, … are not paid any better than 
the artists themselves.

8. Each participant must take care that people within their entourage 
know about ENIAROF. 

9. The authors of attractions cannot be labeled during the event itself, 
however attribution can be communicated in the press releases

10. Every artist participating in Eniarof, and for which the Dogme has not 
yet been translated into his or her native language, must translate said 
Dogme (or have it translated) and publish this document (for example: 
on-line).

11.  Each participant must identify the principal idea and material needs of 
his or her attraction approximately three months in advance of the 
event.

12. Each participant must possess an Eniarof t-shirt to promote ’da crew in 
swank cosmopolitan parties. The artist can make his or her own t-shirt, 
or obtain one of the printed t-shirts during the event.

13. An Eniarof must be produced within at least an hour of an Emmaüs 
center, or its equivalent (for raw materials).

14. All materials borrowed from Emmaüs or its equivalent must be 
returned after the event, except in special pre-negotiated cases (for 
example, in case the object has to be dismantled or transformed). 

15. In order to reinforce the idea of a network of participants, former 
Eniarof participants are invited to participate in at least one new 
Eniarof. In this way, artists enact the links of the network.

16. An Eniarof project must be an attempt at making an attraction. The 
attractiveness of the work will thus be its judge.

17. The attractions should ‘spill-over’ into each other. Do not get obsessed 
with some pre-defined form. The overall spilling-over of one work into 
each other will create a backdrop for Eniarof (its social cohesion), the 
esthetics of an Eniarof (not necessarily the same for each iteration). If 
a neighboring artist spills over too much into your space you have 
several solutions: reroute his or her spill-over, steal their work from 
them (risking being robbed from in turn), build on top it, …



LES ATTRACTIONS 

One of the fundamental principles of ENIAROF is that at least half of 
the installations must be created during ENIAROF. The purpose of this 
rule is to constantly renew the creations and to make each ENIAROF 
unique. 

When the project allows, ENIAROF can then extend this rule to all 
projects. All that will be exposed will then have to be a new 
experience! 

ATELIERS 

An ENIAROF can be to organize workshops where the ENIAROF 
team comes to animate and supervise a group with the aim of 
creating : 

- attractions  
- performances  
- video game  
- ludic things of any kind…  

Video workshop ENIAROF 19 - Moscou 
https://vimeo.com/207298026

https://vimeo.com/207298026
https://vimeo.com/207298026


RR - The head banging simulator  

R | R is inspired by musical movements like hard rock, metal, 
grind core, ...  It offers you to play this music by adjusting a 
wig and then shaking your head in reference to 
"headbanging" as in rock concerts in order to pump up the 
volume. This piece is a huge nod to the air guitar 
phenomenon. 

Video : https://vimeo.com/234610538 

Shooting in the rain 

Who has never, in his childhood, held an umbrella like a 
hunting rifle when imagining himself shooting ducks? This is 
what Antonin Fourneau and Manuel Braun offer you today: 
discover the mechanical pleasure that a shot gives to you by 
reinventing the good old Nintendo Zapper pistol in 
interactive umbrella mode. 

Video : https://vimeo.com/233628013 
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Slam of the Arcade Age - jeu à manette 
destructible 

Competition game with 4 players: each time your avatar 
changes color, you must change to the button of the 
corresponding color in order to continue your running. The 
game is an atypical punk experience, with destructible buttons 
painted in 12 different colors, psychedelic graphics and music 
of 1000 BPM. 

Link : http://www.oneliferemains.com/slam 

Flippaper  

Design your own pinball machine on paper by using simple 
colored markers and instantly play with Flippaper. The god 
of the video game Do-it-Yourself will propel you into the 
future of level design. A perfectly intuitive mix between 
drawing and interactivity. 

Link : https://cosmodule.com/flippaper/ 
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Mario IRL (in real life)  

Like a small theater around the player, the actors are busy to 
animate a level of the famous game Mario. The attraction is a 
swedish version of the game in which you are positioned in front 
of a treadmill which throws enemies at you to avoid.

Aelita  

Result of the Eniarof Moscow workshop which consisted of 
mixing games and Russian reference. Aelita takes up the story 
of an alien princess guided to Earth by a radio engineer. Here a 
player plays while looking without knowing where he is going 
exactly taking in a way (the role of the princess) while the other 
player has no visual but try to guide the other by listening to the 
sound waves.
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Tesla says 

Tesla Says is a portable head-covering arcade machine that 
invites players to immerse themselves in a scientific experiment. 
The player puts the machine on his shoulders and hears the 
voice of a scientist who, apparently, is connected wirelessly to 
the machine. The scientist, presumably Nicola Tesla, asks the 
player for help to conduct an experiment and gives the tasks 
that must be performed on the machine for the experiment to 
succeed. 

																						Video : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rfz_A1XWRAM 

Eggregor 8  

An eggregore is a concept of a combined spirit, an autonomous 
entity or force produced and influenced by the desires and 
emotions of people united in a common goal. 
The art installation « Eggregor8 » is a device where 8 players all 
try to control one Pacman. This video game is normaly for a single 
player. The players share share together the same controller like if 
they put all their hands on the same lever to control a plane. 
Is there a perfect player? What happens when you combine the 
desire and reflex of several players into a video game? Can we get 
a guarantee to finish the more difficult game? « Eggregor8 » raises 
the question: Are we always stronger together or even more 
undecided and therefore much less effective ?  

Video : https://vimeo.com/236279516 EX
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BOOKNIAROF 

A book retraces 12 years of adventures and offers the reader 
some of the recipes and tips specific to ENIAROF. 
It looks like a cookbook which we don't scrupulously make all 
the recipes but which allows us to improvise with what we have 
in the cupboard. 

There you will find a bunch of attraction recipes and fact sheets 
detailing the most technical aspects, be it programming, DIY or 
cooking. 

So far, we have had the pleasure of organizing more than 20 
ENIAROFs and the concept has grown in maturity. By word of 
mouth, the project gradually won over an entire community 
which is now following it closely. Who knows ? Maybe after 
reading this book, you will want to create your own attraction 
or visit us at the next ENIAROF!  

Editions 1980 :  
https://www.1980editions.com/products/bookniarof 

https://www.1980editions.com/products/bookniarof
https://www.1980editions.com/products/bookniarof


bookNIAROF  
Antonin Fourneau - Douglas Edric Stanley 

ENIAROF, anagram of FORAINE, was born in 2005 under the leadership of 
Antonin Fourneau, artist designer and Douglas Eric Stanley, artist and 
professor of digital arts.

Against performance, the ENIAROF redefine public participation in the 
emergence of the work. Questioning our relationship with technologies and 
the changes in the boundaries of reality that they imply, the artists invited to 
the ENIAROF remind us that the absurd is above all fun. The 
BOOKNIAROF book serves as a manual for creating an ENIAROF: learn 
how to create a joystick with a potato, art has no limits.
 

Book in French. 
  
Illustration by Clorinde Durand 
Photos by Manuel Braun 
  
296 pages - Soft cover  

•
19,00 €  

Editions 1980  
https://www.1980editions.com/products/bookniarof 

https://www.1980editions.com/products/bookniarof
https://www.1980editions.com/products/bookniarof


Some links about ENIAROF : 

An interview on « we make money not art » :

https://we-make-money-not-art.com/eniarof/


Video Eniarof N°13 in novembre at Aix-en-provence :

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ShsohN-dVj0&t=1s


Pictures Eniarof N°13 :

https://www.flickr.com/photos/atoimage/albums/
72157637674537996


Video Eniarof N°19 at Moscou :

https://vimeo.com/207298026


Pictures Eniarof N°19 :

https://www.flickr.com/photos/atoimage/albums/
72157698801607035


Video interview where Antonin explain Eniarof 
Moscow (subtitle in English) :

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8StJbU3UYrI


Video Eniarof  N°22 at Tunis :

https://vimeo.com/255888821


Pictures Eniarof N°26 at Malakoff 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/atoimage/albums/
72157698329464584
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Novembre 2009 - La voix du Nord - Eniarof 8 Lille



Mars 2010 - Le Point - présentation créateur Eniarof
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Mars 2009 - La Provence - Eniarof 4



ANTONIN FOURNEAU 
atocorp@me.com 

+33 6 78 14 53 82 

www.antoninfourneau.com 
www.eniarof.com 

CONTACT
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